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With apologies to Dorothy Sayers

“Tant’ eran li occhi miei fissi e attenti 
a disbramarsi la decenne sete, 

che li altri sensi m’eran tutti spenti.”

(My eyes were fixed and so intent 
to satisfy ten years of thirst, 

that all my other senses were undone.)

—Dante Alighieri, Purgatorio XXXII 
(Translated by Robert Hollander and Jean Hollander, 

Doubleday, 2000)
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O n e

melissa singh was good at her job. in my dealings with her so far 
she had proved both mercilessly inquisitive and a shade less 

friendly than a Rottweiler. The interview was now in its second hour, 
and i was feeling the strain. once i would have given my right testicle 
for this opportunity. now i was having second thoughts.

“When did you first notice the symptoms?”
“Two years ago. In the fall.”
“Date?”
It wasn’t one I was likely to forget. “September sixth.”
melissa spoke in the clipped, efficient tones of a bbC newscaster, 

without a hint of her native Hindi. I figured she’d lost the accent while 
doing her postdoc at Cambridge. nurse Ratched didn’t square with the 
surname, so i’d conjured up something more bollywood. dark hair, 
kohl-lined eyes, combat boots peeking out from under her sari. either 
way, i was sure she was scowling at me.

“Time?”
“In the morning, when I woke up.”
she took this down, tapping rapidly on a tablet. “What were you 

seeing then?”
“When i looked out my left eye, there was a blurred area in the 

center. A scotoma, to use the technical term.”
“And you’d never had a problem like it before?”
“Never.”
“Yet you didn’t seek help immediately.”
“It didn’t seem all that serious at first.”
“Really?” Melissa said. I imagined an arched eyebrow and pursed, 

plum-colored lips. “What happened to make you change your mind?”

7
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8 D a n t e ’ s  P O i s O n

“Later, that evening I, uh . . . almost got into a traffic accident.”
“yes. it says in your application that you didn’t notice a traffic light 

turning red.”
“That’s right.”
“So that was your first red flag.”
“Well, to be accurate, at the time I thought it was green.”
She didn’t seem to find this funny. “So the next day you went to 

see Dr. Turner.”
i nodded and took a sip of water from the paper cup to my right. 

i’d been through this routine before, but always on melissa’s side of the 
table. i was starting to understand what it felt like to be a laboratory rat—
except that rats didn’t have to cough up their entire life stories. The night 
before, i’d listened once more to the information packet melissa had 
sent me in the mail. The number of cheerily dispensed lies was breath-
taking. Before being accepted into the study, you will be asked a number 
of questions. These questions are not meant to intrude upon your privacy. 
It depended on how you defined privacy. Their purpose is to provide you 
with the information you need to make an informed choice. Anyone who 
believed that should invest all their money in savings bonds.

“Doctor, are you listening?” Melissa asked impatiently.
i snapped back to attention. “sorry. i was just remembering some-

thing I have to do today. Back at the office.”
The hint was wasted on her. “i was asking about your vision at that 

point,” she said.
“The right eye was still fine. The left was almost completely clouded 

over.”
“Color?”
“Virtually none.”
“That’s an unusually rapid progression,” Melissa observed.
Turner, my neuro-ophthalmologist, had thought so too. He’d 

acted like he couldn’t wait to write me up in a journal article: “An 
Atypical late onset Case of leber’s Hereditary optic neuropathy 
(LHON)” featuring lurid color slides and a menu of nonexistent treat-
ment options.
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 L y n n e  R a i m O n D O  9

“All right then,” Melissa continued. “It says here that Dr. Turner 
administered blood tests. Do you recall the results?”

“They revealed a homoplastic DNA mutation at G11778.” In other 
words, a defective gene i’d inherited from my mother, one of several 
associated with a sudden shutdown of the nerves that channel infor-
mation from the eye to the brain. When it strikes, which isn’t always, 
it tends to afflict males in their twenties, though i had managed to pull 
off the feat at the ripe old age of forty-six.

“Did you question that finding?” Melissa asked.
“No, is there any reason I should have?”
“only that when i spoke to him dr. Turner thought you reacted 

rather strangely. According to him, you exhibited ‘unnatural calm’ 
upon hearing the results.”

“I was in shock.” That was true to a degree. I probably would have 
fainted dead away if i hadn’t been busy concocting my own differential 
diagnosis, which assuredly did not include living out the rest of my days 
like long John silver’s crewmate in Treasure Island.

“What did you do then?”
“I went home. To rest.”
in fact, i’d gone straight to my usual watering hole, the lucky lep-

rechaun, and gotten blind drunk, a warm-up i was to repeat many times 
over the following weeks. luckily, the barkeep knew me well enough to 
sound the alarm, and my colleague, Josh Goldman, had come to collect 
me before i succeeded in passing out.

“Did you tell anyone about the diagnosis?”
“A friend.” After I’d puked all over the interior of his new BMW 3 

series, it seemed only fair to let Josh in on the breaking story. it was the 
only time i’d seen him genuinely depressed.

“Is that all?”
“Well, naturally, my boss. i didn’t think i’d be able to work for a 

while.” Septimus Brennan, my department head, had listened unhap-
pily but with the brass-tacks efficiency of a shrink in his fifth decade of 
practice. He wanted to hook me up immediately with a dozen special-
ists, but except for the obligatory second opinion, i turned down all of 
his proffered interventions. Too risky.
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10 D a n t e ’ s  P O i s O n

“No family members?” Melissa pressed.
“None that I’m close enough to,” I said, fingers crossed.
it apparently worked. “Tell me about what was going on in your 

life immediately before,” Melissa asked. “Were you eating and sleeping 
normally?”

“As normally as anyone in our line of work.”
“Did you smoke?”
i shook my head.
“Drink?”
“I consider myself a social drinker.”
“Were you under any stress at home or at work?”
Remember that withholding facts from the research team can skew 

study results. “Not really.”
“And the next event occurred when exactly?”
“About a month later.” Twenty-one days, four hours, and fifty-

seven minutes later, if she really needed to know.
“What did you do in the interim?”
What did I do? Good question. When i wasn’t drowning myself in 

bourbon or trashing my small apartment, i made bucket lists—A Thou-
sand Things to See before You Go Blind—that i knew were pure fantasy. 
There were places in the world i’d always meant to travel to, but the 
majority were in countries where i didn’t trust the medical care (despite 
the fact that they were home to half the residents in my hospital) or my 
odds of getting home in one piece when—if—it happened. bike trips 
were out for the same reason. With my luck, the lights would go out 
just as i was rounding a hairpin turn in the Rockies or in the middle 
of rush hour on the Golden Gate bridge. if i were going to commit 
suicide, i could think of many less painful ways to do it. The Art insti-
tute was only a short walk away, but i wasn’t up to viewing bucolic 
scenes of French country life or catching a glimpse of The Old Guitarist. 
There was only one face that i needed to remember, and i handled his 
photo until it was ready to fall apart.

on the few days when i could stand to think about my future, i 
purchased a couple of the “top-ten products for independence” touted 
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by a local blindness organization—a talking clock, a kitchen timer with 
raised dots, a set of powerful magnifiers (the last being entirely wishful 
thinking)—that I thought might help me get through the first few 
weeks. i even ordered a free white cane, though when it came in the 
mail and i checked it out in front of a mirror, i’d gone weak at the knees 
and hurriedly shoved it into the back of a closet. With hindsight, there 
was so much more that i should have done, would curse myself later 
for not doing, but i was still in the throes of magical thinking. And so, 
when the day of reckoning finally came, I was about as ready to play 
in the big leagues as a boy who’s just hefted his first Louisville Slugger.

i didn’t crack right away. There’s a novelty element to losing one of 
your major senses that for a while had me simply wandering around my 
apartment, trying on the experience like a bespoke suit and allowing me 
to think it just might be manageable. The slippage started a few hours 
later, and by nightfall, I was a flat-out wreck, hugging my knees and 
weeping in a corner. i’d been on my own for most of my life but this . . . 
i felt like burgess meredith venturing out into a postapocalyptic land-
scape, utterly alone and without even the solace of a good book to keep 
me company. if it hadn’t been for the alternate reality i’d dreamed up in 
Turner’s office, i probably would have ended it there and then.

i didn’t tell any of this to melissa, of course. instead, i fed her some 
professional-sounding nonsense about loss and mourning, throwing in 
enough fabricated detail to make it seem like i was telling the truth. it 
must have succeeded, because when i was through she said, “i think we 
can move on now.”

i breathed an enormous sigh of relief.
“I have to be frank,” she continued in her prickly manner. “When 

you first contacted me I didn’t think you’d be an appropriate candidate. 
most of the success we’ve experienced overseas is with subjects who’ve 
only recently been diagnosed. The drug seems to work best as an early 
intervention, and your case is, well, rather past that.”

“I know that,” I said, trying not to sound too eager.
“If we include you it will be for two reasons. First, because the 

affected population is so small. And second, in order to test whether mild 
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12 D a n t e ’ s  P O i s O n

improvement is possible even in lHon sufferers who have been blind 
for several years. You shouldn’t expect much, if anything, to come of it.”

i nodded. What she was leaving out was that nearly a quarter of the 
subjects like me achieved enough visual acuity by the end of the trial to 
read a few letters off an eye chart.

This is as good a place as any to explain that what i’d ended up 
with, while not as bad as it could have been, was on the low end of the 
Vi spectrum. depending on my surroundings and the time of day, i 
could make out bright light and shadow, the fuzzy presence of large 
objects, and the occasional hint of color—the last primarily from the 
corner of my right eye, where i retained a sliver of peripheral vision. 
When forced to offer details, i told people it was like looking at the 
world through a sheet of wax paper. Under the circumstances, i’d con-
sider it a victory just to be able to see an eye chart.

“And, of course, the study will be double-blind, meaning neither 
you nor I will know whether you are receiving the drug or a placebo.”

“I can live with that,” I assured her.
“Can you? For some the stress of not knowing one way or the other 

takes a heavy toll. And if you’re in the placebo group, there could be a 
huge let-down at the end. i see from your application that you’ve been 
consulting a psychiatrist.”

“Yes, but not because of anything having to do with this.” I gestured 
at my eyes. “I can live with what I have. I’d just like to have a little more.”

“I see.” I took this to mean she wasn’t convinced, so I poured on 
the sincerity.

“listen, melissa—i mean, doctor singh—i know you take your 
job seriously, and that you’re concerned about all aspects of my well-
being. i would be too if i were in your boots—i mean, shoes. but i’m 
well-adjusted to my condition and a psychiatrist besides. i’m sure i’ll be 
able to manage the uncertainty, and if it becomes too much i’ll know 
where to go for help.”

“That’s comforting,” she said, as though I’d just offered her a dis-
count on aluminum siding. “but i still have to be concerned about data 
loss. The manufacturer is anxious to obtain FDA approval with this trial.”
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i understood what she was getting at. Withdrawal from a clinical 
trial—either because of side effects, unpleasant study procedures, or 
simply because a participant doesn’t feel any better—is a major head-
ache for medical researchers. dropouts produce biased comparisons 
that can drastically alter the outcome of a study or reduce its statistical 
significance. I assumed this was the reason for the grilling Melissa had 
put me through: she was trying to decide whether i had the guts to 
stick out the program.

“You don’t have to worry about me copping out,” I said. “I’ll be 
your guinea pig for as long as you want me. if nothing else, i’d feel a 
responsibility to my fellow lHon sufferers—as you call them—to 
complete the treatment.”

i was beginning to sound like a boy scout.
“Very well, then. i’ll be meeting with the sponsors later today and 

should be in a position to tell you soon whether you’ve been accepted. 
Given some of the heavyweights lobbying for your inclusion”—I visu-
alized more scowling—“i’m not anticipating a negative response. We’ll 
have to meet again to go over informed consent, but assuming all goes 
according to schedule”—shedyule—“we should be able to commence 
treatment on the fifteenth.”

september 15. less than one week away.

When i left melissa’s office it was half-past noon and i hadn’t eaten all 
day. i had an hour to spare, so i walked over to a pizza joint on Rush 
that serves the real stuff, not the Chicago version that comes in soggy 
three-inch squares and tastes like cheese curds. i was a regular, so as 
soon as the manager saw me he put in an order for a margherita and 
steered me to a table in a corner where i could more easily stow my 
cane. i loosened my collar and tie, sipped at my water, and felt some of 
the tension ease out of me.

I can live with what I have. it was true up to a point. on a good 
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14 D a n t e ’ s  P O i s O n

day i barely gave a thought to what i was missing and had few excuses 
for feeling sorry for myself. i wasn’t in a black hole. i could still see 
something, and my former photographic memory made up for a lot 
of the boredom that otherwise goes hand in hand with vision loss. 
stepping off a curb no longer felt like bungee jumping in the Grand 
Canyon. Thanks to all the geek brains volunteering to solve my prob-
lems, i was more independent than ever. my new smartphone had apps 
for detecting the value of paper currency, for reading items off a menu, 
even for telling me when my socks were mismatched. Hell, the way 
the technology was headed, it wasn’t crazy to think that one day i’d be 
behind a wheel again.

but there were also bad days. days when i had to ransack my home 
to find where I’d left my keys, or been hijacked by one of the Good Samar-
itans lurking at crosswalks, or had to answer one too many dumb ques-
tions. (“How do you know when you’re awake?”) On bad days even the 
small frustrations—walking into a closed door, knocking over a drink— 
multiplied until getting out of bed the next morning seemed as pointless as 
scrubbing the bathroom tiles with a toothbrush or walking back and forth 
over hot coals. How much of this had to do with blindness, as opposed to 
all the other things on my plate, i couldn’t tell you. but it made the possi-
bility of even a small uptick in my fortunes all the more appealing.

still, i wasn’t naive about my state of mind. Hope is a powerful stim-
ulant, and when the e-mail came announcing the Us trial of a new drug 
that had shown promising results in the netherlands, i was on the phone 
before i even reached the end of the subject line. To say i bullied my way 
into melissa’s study was putting it mildly. i called in every favor i was 
owed, including a major arm-twisting campaign by my boss, sep, who 
played golf with half the hospital directors in the city. He wasn’t whole-
heartedly in favor, but couldn’t say no after getting me involved in a case 
that had almost cost me my life. my friend Josh was even more downbeat, 
concerned it would undo all of the progress i’d made over the last year.

“Aren’t you going to feel like shit if it doesn’t work out?” he’d said 
to me recently on one of our sunday forays to Jewel, the supermarket 
being one of the few places where i capitulated to the advantages of 
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being guided. “you’re better these days than i’ve seen you in a long while. 
you’ve got a great kid and an ex who’s talking to you again. you have 
more work than you can handle, especially with all the lawyers knocking 
at your door. Why take a chance?” He pushed our grocery cart forward.

“you do realize that we’re talking about something that might let 
me see again?”

“maybe. i read the journal article put out by wooden-shoe people. 
The results for guys like you weren’t so impressive. you want some of 
these apples? They’re on sale for ninety-nine cents a pound.”

“Sure,” I said, letting him place my hand on the bin. “Anyway, a 
twenty-three percent success rate sounds pretty damn good to me.”

“Here’s a bag. Twenty-three percent made it all the way to 20/800. 
You’d still be taking cabs and wearing headsets at movies.”

i selected a few of the fruit that didn’t seem worm-eaten and popped 
them into the plastic. “You’re really trying to talk me out of this?”

“i don’t know. it’s just that i remember what you were like . . . back 
then. Aren’t you just a teensy bit worried about taking it on the chin 
again? You’re going to be under a lot of pressure, not knowing whether 
the drug’s doing any good, never mind whether the pills you’re taking 
are made of sugar. if it were me, i’d be seeing all sorts of things that 
weren’t really there.”

Josh moved ahead and i followed along, hanging onto his elbow. 
“I’m a shrink, remember? I think I’ll know it if I start hallucinating. 
And my expectations aren’t that high.”

“Forgive the look of skepticism on my face.”
“C’mon, Josh. you know why I have to do this.”
“louis is not going to love his father any less because he can’t read 

a newspaper.”
“yeah, but maybe he’d prefer somebody he can play ball with when 

he’s older.”
“Speaking of which, how’d the last visit go?”
i’d just returned from a weekend on the east Coast, where my son 

and former wife lived. it was only the third time we’d been together 
since he was an infant.
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16 D a n t e ’ s  P O i s O n

“i don’t know. Annie’s still balking about leaving us alone together. 
she thinks i’m not going to notice if louis lets go of my hand and runs 
out into traffic. That’s another reason i have to try. maybe a change, 
even if it’s a small one, would help win her over.”

Josh couldn’t argue with this and let the subject drop for the dura-
tion of the shopping trip. But I could tell he wasn’t finished and had 
been going out of my way to avoid him ever since.

i was still thinking about our conversation when my phone played 
the first few bars of The Letter—the box Tops version, not that i have 
anything against Joe Cocker—signaling an incoming text. I fished it 
out of the holder on my belt, slipped on my bluetooth, and ran my 
finger over the glass until Weary—my nickname for the factory- 
supplied voiceover—chirped “Messages.” I double-tapped the icon to 
open the program. it was Hallie sanchez, reminding me i’d agreed to 
accompany her to the theater that night.

“Pick up your office 5?” it said.
i turned on the latest bit of start-up wizardry, a touch-screen 

program that intuited what i meant to say even if i hit all the wrong 
keys, and wrote: “Better say 5:30. Late start today.”

A minute later Hallie texted a response. “OK but be on time—for 
a change. Curtain goes up at seven.”

“Yes, ma’am,” I thumb-typed back, before hitting Send and 
replacing the phone in its holder.

The server came then and slid a plate onto my table. it smelled 
good, and my taste buds lit up like the Fourth of July. “Careful with 
that, it’s hot,” he warned, loudly enough so you could hear him across 
the street. I didn’t recognize the voice, so I figured he was new.

i smiled up at him and winked. “i hope so. At $14.95 a pop i’d be 
upset if it were cold.”

He didn’t respond and just stood there while i gathered up my 
knife and fork. When he hadn’t moved off a few moments later, i lifted 
my head again. “Is there a problem? Don’t tell me there’s a fly in my 
soup.”

“It’s, uh, not soup,” he said in an even louder voice. Evidently a Mil-
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lennial who’d never heard of the marx brothers. i took pity on him. 
“Relax, son, I was only joking. I know it’s a pizza.”

He continued to hover over me. “you sure you don’t need anything 
else?”

“no, thank you. This is more than enough for one and my drink’s 
still full.”

“What I meant was, it’s not pre-cut.”
by this time, i was sure every head in the restaurant was turned our 

way. it was becoming clear this wasn’t going to be one of my good days. 
“All the more reason to eat it with a knife and fork,” I said. To show him 
how it was done, i carved off a chunk and ate it.

“If you don’t mind my saying so, that’s amazing.”
“Not as amazing as being left alone to enjoy my meal.”
“No, I mean how you can do that by yourself.”
“Why?” I said, my patience at an end. “Do I look like I’m two years 

old?”
“No.”
“Or senile?”
“You shouldn’t—”
“Shouldn’t what?” I growled.
“Talk to me like that,” he whined self-pityingly. “I was just trying to 

be helpful. Why do you people always have to be so bitchy?”
You people. before i could stop it my hand shot up and fastened 

on his shirt collar. i pulled him down to my level and hissed in his 
ear. “listen, pal, i’m assuming you haven’t met anyone like me before. 
either that or your mother didn’t teach you any manners. but this isn’t 
Scent of a Woman and i don’t need to be babysat by a punk who only 
just started shaving. so why don’t you get the twist out of your Hello 
Kitty boxers and go back to sexting your boyfriend before i rip that 
cute little ponytail out of your head.”

The point finally sunk in. He twisted out of my grip, and took 
off, stage-whispering, “Asshole!” before pausing and snarling for even 
greater effect, “And I don’t have a ponytail!”

Definitely not one of my good days.
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